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THE SYMMETRICAL QUASI-i STARLIKE FUNCTIONS
Introduction.
In the paper [l] we introduced tlie class (y of the quasi -starlike functions.
In [2] we estimated the coefficients ag, a^, a^ of quasistarlike functions. In the present paper we give analogous results for the class Qg^ of symmetric quasi -starlike functions. These parts of theorems which are similar to those appearing in [1] or [2] are either considerable shortened or completely omitted.
Consider the class Of ^ of functions 2 1 f(z) = az + a2z + ... , a = -jj , |z| < 1,
determined by equation
where F is an arbitrary starlike function whose coefficients are real, and M > 1 is fixed.
Let Gg denote the class of functions f(z) determined by equation (2) 
We can easily prove that the class Gg aad the sum M ¿t ^rm is compact, (k = 1,2,...)
Extremal functions
We consider a, real function E^^t • • • »Xjj) of IT -1 real variables, with continuous partial derivatives of the first order, which do not disappear simultaneously in a sufficiently large domain. Consider the functional defined for every function (1) by the formula We shall prove the following result. Theorem 1. If the functional IL, attains its ex-M tremal value in for an extremal function (1), then this function satisfies the following equations:
and
where
(11') (12)
4-
Moreover, the numbers <?k and §k (k = 1...m) of (J) are the roots of the functions 3% and the double roots of the functions & .
Proof. Since the family fy^ is compact, the existence of the extremal functions follows from the continuity of the function (6).
Assume that an,extremal function f, realizing the extremum of the functional (6), belongs to the class ¿%^m.From (1) - (5) we deduce that ag ».^q ^e functions of fi^ ,...
z=o Applying Lagrange's method of multipliers [j] with conditions (17) and (5) we obtain the following set of equations: Hence after a direct calculation we obtain: 
I.Dziubiáski
Now, for an arbitrary holomorphic function ?>(z), |z|<1, and for given numbers Pi^ (k = 2,...,N) we define the operator
Using (23), equations (18') -(20') may be put in the from
Further, in view of (18'), formulas (19") and (20")canbe written in the following form:
and C(0,r) is the circumference of a circle with the centre zero and sufficiently small radius r. Next, we consider the following functions:. It is easy to see that on the unit circle the function <£ assumes real values only, and the function £ assumes imaginary values only. Hence from (8) and (27') or (80 and (27') we obtain, by elementary calculations, formulas (9) and (9') for the functions <£ and cC.
Next, replacing respectively § by z and H by f(z) in the formulas (28) and (29), by (2), we obtain immediately equations (7) and (7'). This ends the proof of the Theorem 1.
Analogously as in [1] , using Theorem 1, we can prove the following Theorem 2. The functional H^, of (6) 
and s is the number of real e^ in (3).
Analogously as in [3] we can prove that the extremal functions (generally boundary), with respect to the functional (6), belong to the classes only»
Estimations of coefficients
Consider the functional % = a n , n = 2,3,4.
We may assume that the extremal functions with respect to the functional H^ (n = 2,4) satisfy the following condition a Q > 0, a = 2,4.
2.1. First we consider the functional 
where the equality holds essentially only for the function f* of (33). From (37') it is easy to see that a^ is a function of the argument <p and attains its maximum for <p = 0 and <f-w , and minimum for <p -aid <p = .
Next
Hence we obtain the formulas : a^ = a(1ra) (3-5a) for <p = 0 and <p = JT ,
for (p = -| and 9 .
(380 Hence me have proved that for f t we have
where the equality on the left -hand side holds for the function f* determined by the equation We see that a^ ia (40") is a function of the argument (a= = fixed). Hence we easily obtain that a^ attains its maximum value for -\ aCL<3 3" ^ a ^ 1; and minimum for j3^ 1 1 = and 0 < a < j .
1
For a = j the coefficient a^ is independent of Each time we obtain a3 = a(1-a 2 ).
Summing up the above considerations we have the following theorem.
M
Theorem
For any functxon f e Of p
we have the sharp estimations -a(1-a 2 ) < < a(1-a)(3-5a) for 0<a<j,
-a(1-a 2 ) a^ < a(1-a 2 ) for j^a <1 ,
where minimum of a^ in (42) and (43) is attained for the function f* of (39'){ maximum of a^ in (42) is attained for f*of (39")} maximum of a^ in (43) 
The solution (58') gives the opposite value a^ to that attained by a^ of (59)-
After subsituting & 2 = -1 in (49) and using (25) it can easily be verified that a^ attains for <3 2 = -1 the opposite value to that attained by a^ for <5 2 = 1. Hence without 
